
Elegant blockout and
sheer blind fabric 

Hampton
BY UNILINE

JACQUARD 
FABRIC 

BLIND IMAGE & MORE

Available in roller  

& vertical widths.



Indulge in the opulence of the Hampton Blockout and Sheer Blind fabric, exuding a rich sense of style that is 

unparalleled in luxury. Crafted with meticulous attention to detail, this exquisite blind fabric effortlessly combines 

functionality with glamour. The Hampton collection transcends the ordinary, boasting a sophisticated design that 

transforms any space into a haven of grandeur. The lush blockout fabric ensures complete privacy and light control, 

offering a refuge from the outside world. Simultaneously, the sheer component allows a soft infusion of natural 

light, creating an ambiance of warmth and openness. Elevate your home decor to new heights of elegance with the 

Hampton Blockout and Sheer Blind fabric, where luxury becomes an everyday indulgence.

Choose the 
perfect colour for 
your interior space

We stand by our product. So much so  
that we are prepared to offer a 5 year  
Fabric guarantee. It’s peace of mind.

5
YEAR

Hampton colour range

FEATHER TALC FLINT PEWTER FLANNEL ECLIPSE

NIGHTFALL

BABYCINNO



Reasons to choose Hampton

TRIED AND TESTED,   

The highest standard research and development has gone 

into Hampton fabric. Every batch of fabric is tested to 

ensure it meets Uniline’s high standards.

100% BLOCKOUT 

Hampton blockout fabric with tonal matching foam 

backing, available in 8 colours.

SHEER  

Available in all 8 colours.

WARRANTY 

Hampton fabrics have a 5 Year Fabric Warranty.

COLOUR CHOICE  

Tapestry is available in 8 contemporary colours both in 

blockout and sheer filter fabrics. 

EASY TO STYLE YOUR INTERIOR SPACE 

Our range allows you to coordinate your fabrics across all 

of your window coverings, throughout your home, creating 

a complete home interior look.

COOLER INSIDE 

Hampton blockout fabric is 100% Blockout making your room 

cooler in the summer heat. 

EASY CLEANING 

Uniguard® Fabric Protection system makes it easier to 

maintain and clean.

ENVIRONMENT & HOME FRIENDLY 

PVC and Lead-free, Tapestry fabrics undergo independent 

testing for harmful substances to ensure that there is no risk 

whatsoever to health.

COATING FORMULATION 

Our patented coating system ensures  durability by providing 

a long lasting fabric that will withstand the harsh Australian 

and New Zealand sun.

BLOCKOUT
FABRIC

ROMAN
BLINDS

VERTICAL
BLINDS

SHEER
FABRIC



www.hampton-fabrics.uniline.link

Australia // Free Call: 1800 777 331      New Zealand // Free Call: 0800 700 801     

EASY TO CLEAN AND FAMILY SAFE

Learn how our Uniguard® system makes 
it simple to clean while our 

Greenguard® guarantee ensures 
air purity.

OUR 5 YEAR PROMISE

Hampton is backed by our  
5 year fabric warranty.

COLOUR YOUR WORLD

Hampton is available in 8 contemporary 
colours both in blockout and sheer 

fabrics. 

About Us

Uniline is Australian owned company that has been 

supplying Window Furnishing fabrics and components 

into Australian and New Zealand export markets.

“We pride ourselves on the quality of our products”

WHY CHOOSE HAMPTON

Find out the top ten 
reasons why you should choose 

Hampton  fabric for your interior space.

Since 1965

Hampton
BY UNILINE


